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Project Information

The SOLUTIONSplus project aims to enable transformational 
change towards sustainable urban mobility through 
innovative and integrated electric mobility solutions. To 
deliver this objective the project will boost the availability of 
electric vehicles, foster the efficiency of operations and 
support the integration of different types of e-mobility in 
large urban areas and addressing user needs and local 
conditions in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

The project SOLUTIONSplus sets up a global platform for 
shared, public and commercial e-mobility solutions, and to 
kick start the transition towards low carbon urban mobility. 
The project encompasses city level demonstrations to test 
different types of innovative and integrated e-mobility 
solutions, complemented by a comprehensive toolbox, 
capacity development and replication activities.

SOLUTIONSplus brings together highly committed cities, 
industry, research, implementing organisations and finance 
partners. Through numerous synergistic projects, networks 
and a strong technical experience, the project will be able 
to deliver its highly ambitious goals. Direct co-funding 
contributions will be provided by partner cities and 
SOLUTIONSplus works closely with UN Environment and 
the International Energy Agency (IEA) on a joint global 
urban e-mobility programme that will significantly boost 
replication and impact of this Innovation Action.

Through the regional platforms, a global programme and 
local teams, the project aims to develop highly effective and 
innovative approaches to urban e-mobility ensuring that 
mobility systems and interventions from this project deliver 
on the Paris Agreement, meet the Sustainable Development 
Goals and address the New Urban Agenda.

Boost capabilities of local and national authorities, public transport operators and entrepreneurs 
about innovative urban e-mobility solutions across various transport modes by informing them 
about tools to plan, assess, implement and operate e-mobility solutions. 

Foster the take-up of e-mobility innovations by businesses, start-ups, local and national 
governments and transport operators by inspiring officials, operators, industry and businesses 
through peer-to-peer exchange on innovative e-mobility products and services.  

Strengthen policy and business collaboration by initiating partnerships between local and national 
governments and local and European entrepreneurs and supporting the development of new 
e-mobility models business implementation plans.  

 
Create reference models for e-mobility innovation by implementing demonstration actions to test 
innovative e-mobility technologies and services, foster their replication and ensure their long-term 
sustainability. 

SOLUTIONSplus (INCO Flagship Project) Integrating Urban Electric Mobility Solutions in the Context of the Paris Agreement, 
the Sustainable Development Goals and the New Urban Agenda
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SOLUTIONSplus incubator

New electro-mobility solutions are a key element for the implementation of the Paris Agreement, the Sustainable Development 
Goals and the New Urban Agenda. To develop those innovative and integrated solutions, cooperation between cities worldwide, 
industry and innovators is key.

To this end, SOLUTIONSplus has established the SOLUTIONSplus Start-up incubator. Led by ERTICO in close cooperation with 
FIER, and benefitting from the experience gathered by the ERTICO Start-ups initiative and its “Connect. Innovate. Grow.” 
approach:

• Connect: focuses on “fit-for-use”, connecting SMEs and start-ups with relevant stakeholders to make sure strategic 
 partnership and cooperation can be set in place, and identifies the supporting incubator actions to assure on-time 
 and quality deliveries;
• Innovate: focuses on key services offered by the incubator. Such as building competence, expertise and knowledge 
 optimisation, improving business intelligence, focussed marketing, and dissemination;
• Grow: focuses on business development and scaling up (both geographical and in terms of portfolio). 

Thanks to this approach, the SOLUTIONSplus start-up incubator offers a unique opportunity for collaboration with start-ups, 
SMEs and industry partners to co-develop e-mobility solutions that can generate economic opportunities across different 
regions, Africa, Asia and Latin America, and, of course, Europe. More concretely, the SOLUTIONSplus Start-up incubator 
provides seed funding and guidance to 13 start-ups that participate in nine demonstrations happening in different cities in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

The support for local innovators goes well beyond funding, and includes also: 

1. Support in drafting their SolutionsPlus business plans;
2. Local hackathons and start-up events to strengthen the partnership between local companies with European 
 innovators and industry partners;
3. Opportunities for project partners to act as customers for the services and the products of identified start-ups, or to 
 act as (co-)investors in these start-ups; 
4. Scale up opportunities and replication of business models to increase their potential revenue basis after the end of 
 the project;
5. Renewed business plans with potential scale-up and investment opportunity;
6. Dedicated trainings.

By engaging with and bringing together highly committed cities, industry, research institutes, implementing organisations 
and finance partners, SMEs and start-ups, SOLUTIONSplus enables cooperation and innovation by establishing a global 
platform for shared, public and commercial e-mobility solutions to kick start the transition towards low-carbon urban mobility 
worldwide.
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Ampersand - Kigali, Rwanda

“We’ve proven that we can put a motorbike on the road that’s 
better and cheaper, and just happens to be electric. Now we’re 

ready to grow. We’ve had 7000 Kigali motorbike taxi drivers get 
on our waiting list.” 

Description 

Founded in Kigali – Rwanda, Ampersand builds affordable 
electric motorcycles (e-motos) and charging systems to 
help Rwanda and Africa leapfrog towards a zero-carbon 
future. Ampersand offers local motorcycle taxis drivers a 
cost-convenient, more profitable and cleaner alternative to 
petrol motorcycles.  

Ampersand’s model makes it cheaper to buy and operate 
an e-moto than a petrol motorcycle: instead of refilling their 
tanks, e-moto drivers can just swap the empty battery for a 
charged one at one of Ampersand’s battery charging 
stations. Reducing recharging times and costs, 
Ampersand’s vehicles deliver superior driving performance, 
emit 95% less carbon than petrol motorcycles with zero 

tailpipe emissions and put over $450 a year back into 
drivers’ pockets. 

Next to the e-motos and the batteries, Ampersand is at the 
forefront of battery fleet management with its own Amper-
Ops online and mobile platforms, which allow seamless 
management of battery packs, customisable insights into 
ROI, smart maintenance and repairs-alert system. 

Achievement 

Ampersand’s motorcycles have driven over 2,500,000 km, 
that is more than the distance to the moon and back. Among 
its other achievements, Ampersand has increased driver’s 
income by 41% per day, reduced CO2 emissions by 250 
tonnes, and raised $4 million for expansion. 

Josh Whale, Ampersand, CEO
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GURARIDE – Kigali, Rwanda 

 “If you look around, you will notice that Rwanda has started 
putting bike lanes all over the country’s major cities. In alignment 

with Rwanda vision 2030 for smart Green e-mobility in the 
country, we found Rwanda as the readiest country in Africa.” 

Description 

GURARIDE, founded in 2017, is a Green E-mobility public 
bike-share (PBS) transport system company. GURARIDE is 
committed to the sustainability of micro-mobility in Africa, 
with Rwanda being its first entry point. It employs a 
multimodal micro-mobility solution in a single app to 
enable users to choose their ride preference. Its main goal 
is the migration of transportation from fossil fuel-based 
vehicles to other non-pollutant means of transport using 
innovative technology. GURARIDE looks at changing the 
narrative for urban mobility in Africa, aiming to have a long-
lasting impact on the environment, communities, 
transportation, and green jobs, while fostering healthy 
lifestyles. 

Achievement 

In partnership with the City of Kigali, GURARIDE is starting 
its operations in two of Kigali’s city corridors and, as cycling 
infrastructure and road safety measures are put in place by 

the city authorities, it will gradually expand to cover 
additional areas in the city. The bracketed corridors are 
mainly the Central Business District (CBD) and the Remera-
Kimironko corridor along KG 17 Ave known for their 
bustling commercial activities and sports hub respectively. 

By deploying the first PBS system in the City of Kigali, 
Rwanda, GURARIDE has made available 100 smart base-
model bikes for public use. Also, as part of its first phase 
deployment and scale-up plans, it is introducing an electric 
bike fleet, thereby providing residents of Kigali with ride 
options, and fast battery charging systems to complement 
the PBS infrastructure. Through the GURARIDE mobile app, 
a rider is able to locate a nearby docking station, access the 
facility and conveniently make payment for the service. In 
addition, GURARIDE’s collaboration with districts, technical 
and vocation schools, relevant government agencies and 
corporate institutions is being leveraged on to provide skills 
acquisition and capacity development for young women, 
employment, and the teeming youth population in Rwanda. 

All GURARIDE’s bikes and e-bike models are completely 
assembled in Rwanda, so complementing the efforts of the 
Government of Rwanda in promoting ‘Made in Rwanda’. 
One of the key long term business goals is to operate a fully 
equipped manufacturing/assembly plant in Rwanda, from 
which it can suitably service the East African communities 
and subsequently the continent. 

As part of it public enlightenment, GURARIDE is educating 
the people of Rwanda about the advantages of public bike 
sharing especially through the bi-monthly “Car Free Day” 
event. For its inaugural launching campaign, potential 
users will access the PBS services along the two above 
mentioned corridors free of charge for a period of 60 days. 
This is to encourage and educate residents further on the 
usability and far-reaching benefits the services offer. 

Ike Erhabor, GURARIDE President
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AUTO-TRUCK – Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

“We are not just building a business; we`re building a 
legacy for our future generation, and we`re teaching 

others how to achieve their ultimate dreams” 

Description 

Auto-truck prides itself in Mitigating Climate Change 
through the Adoption of Green Energy Technology by 
Introduction of Electric 3 wheelers, Mini-cabs for Light 
Transportation in Major Towns and Cities in Dar, Tanzania 
as well as offering climate action services among other line 
products. 

 

Achievement 

The company is fully registered to undertake electric 
mobility. It  has also successfully manufactured 
commissioned functional prototypes which are now under 
p i lo ts  in  readiness  for  mass product ion  and 
commercialization both locally and internationally. The 
innovative products have received numerous awards with 
the recent from the prestigious Royal Academy of 
Engineering in London and a subsequent pitch at the palace 
in London among others. The Company has also featured 
in various local and international media outlets among 
them, BBC, DW, VOA, TGTN among others. This has 
prompted numerous enquiries from potential clients across 
the Globe. This was followed by winning the UN Solution 
plus project which is anticipated to catapult the company to 
higher heights.  

Kenneth Guantai, CEO & Founder Auto-truck
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SESCOM – Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

“The transport sector in the world is changing too fast, there will 
be significant switch from fossil fuel powered vehicles to electric 
powered. This is an opportunity for SESCOM and her partners 

to pioneer those life and environment saving initiatives through 
promoting innovative business models and e mobility technologies 

and fostering enabling environment that will influence the 
acceptance and uptake of e Mobility as to harness various 

economic potentials including jobs creations and balance of trade.”  

Description 

Sustainable Energy Service Company (SESCOM) Limited, 
focused on efficient production and use of electricity, its 
collaborating with other two partner companies from 
Tanzania, Dar es Salaam Rapid Transit (DART), and Jiwe-
Kubwa Automobile Company to further develop electric 
mobility in their country. SESCOM and its partners aim to 
develop electric three wheelers equipped with rechargeable 
storage batteries. Adapted for both cargo and passenger 
transport, the e-vehicles’ high flexibility will be guaranteed 
by the different types of batteries that can be fitted on the 
vehicle, offering different autonomy and charging options. 
To respond to the various needs of the users, the vehicles 
can be charged either at SESCOM’s solar powered charging 
stations or by connecting them to any other power socket 
or accessing batteries at swapping stations. 

Thanks to its new three electric wheelers, SESCOM will help 
Tanzania and its cities, and in particular Dar es Salaam, to 
reduce emissions associated with transport, improve air 
quality, reduce noise pollution, and create new jobs locally.  

Achievement 

SESCOM has managed to create awareness and initiate 
market development to a wide range of stakeholders in the 
country on efficient production, generation and utilisation of 
renewable energy through highly efficient machineries for 
productive uses, highly efficient cooking appliances and 
recently is piloting e-mobility in Dare es Salaam for 
increasing the efficiency of the transport system in Tanzania 
with support from UN Habitat. The potential and benefits of 
e mobility in the economy, health and social welfares 
considering the driving forces associated with its adoption 
including reduction in greenhouse gas emission, efficient 
energy use, fossil fuel savings and low operational costs 
has well-being communicated. 

Estomih Ngaya Sawe, SESCOM Executive Chairperson
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QIQ – Elevate Mobility – Hanoi, Vietnam 

 “As we are transforming our brand from to Elevate, we aim to elevate 

the Vietnamese public transportation experiences. With a clear goal 

and a passion for changes, we believe we could make the world a better 

place, starting from sustainable and environment friendly transportation.” 

Description 

QIQ – Elevate Mobility has a mission: to build a green, 
sustainable, shared transportation system for Vietnam. It is 
passionate about making a positive change in transportation 
in a sustainable and climate friendly way and they do this 
by providing shared micro-mobility across a connected 
mobile app. Users will be able to book, rent, use and travel 
with electric micro-mobility vehicle across Vietnam and 
eventually South East Asia (SEA). QIQ – Elevate Mobility 
believes in helping the cities’ transit into a climate friendly 
transport infrastructure.  

Its technology includes a booking application for users to 
book their ride on, various electric vehicle choices from 
scooters to electric bikes with IOT to connect any types of 
electric vehicles to the system and docking stations, and a 
backend management system for operators to manage 
their fleets. 

In its demo site in Hanoi, QIQ – Elevate Mobility has already 
deployed its own electric bicycles, vehicle Communication/
IOT unit for shared e-scooters, and its fleet management 
software system. 

Achievement 

In late 2019, QIQ – Elevate Mobility has formed a partnership 
with Ecopark (a 500ha urban township on the outskirts of 
Hanoi – Vietnam) to deploy the first e-bike sharing system. 
The company has installed 6 docking stations with 40 
electric bikes, each with a tether charger to charge the 
electric bikes. With 40 e-bikes deployed, QIQ – Elevate 
system was able to serve 189 trips in one day (average 5 
trips/vehicle/day).  

In 2020, QIQ – Elevate Mobility also launched our system in 
Hoi An city of Vietnam with 200 mechanical bikes and 50 
electric bikes, partnered with GIZ and Healthbridge.  

Ngan Tran,  CEO/Co-Founder
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Tojo Motors Corporation – Pasig, Philippines 

“The continued use of conventional has been worsening air pollution in 
localities in the country. TMC’s vision to create locally produced eMobility 

alternatives in these applications to better manage air quality and add 
value to the economy. Traditionally, we have mostly focus on public and 

tourist transport. With a highly innovative and well planned vehicle 
concepts and system and strong multi-stakeholder partnership, we are now 
ready to expand the initiative to local government services, logistics and 

enterprise operations. We hope to change minds and prove that eMobility 
is the future.” 

Description

ToJo Motors Corporation (‘ToJo Motors’) is a 100% Filipino-
owned company that develops modern technologies, 
operates after-sales facilities and service centres, and sells 
key components for green transportation. ToJo Motors 
specialises in the production of electric vehicles (three and 
four-wheelers) that can be used to cover the needs of hotel 
and resorts, cities municipalities and barangays, real estate 
developments, or of schools and campuses.  

Next to e-vehicles development, ToJoMotors offers a broad 
range of services for vehicle and fleet management support, 
including a network for battery charging/swapping; fleet 
maintenance support system; delivery planning support 

and information system; cargo delivery assistance; base 
vehicle information management and control system; ride 
hailing application; and passenger service tools.  

ToJo Motors Corporation was established and registered 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on 
January 8, 2013. 

Achievement 

Tojo Motor currently offers more than 10 EV models, and 
has distributed fleets located in 13 different cities/regions 
in the Philippines. It offers a holistic vehicle service support 
as well as innovative business models (i.e. battery 
swapping). 

Ralph Legaspi, Chief Executive Officer and President
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Shree Eco-Visionary – Kathmandu, Nepal 

“SEV has been electrifying the public transportation since last two 
decades and will continue to move on its path of electrifying the 
mobility for different applications. SEV dreams to make global 
a common platform for green mobility and Nepal a centre for 

innovation in Electric mobility.”

Description 

Shree Eco Visionary Pvt. Ltd (SEV) was established in Nepal 
in 2008. Its goal is the promotion of electric vehicles that can 
be fuelled by clean hydro power produced domestically. This 
would lower the Nepal’s dependency on imported fossil fuel 
while preventing the release of harmful greenhouse gasses 
into the atmosphere. 

SEV has  has a long history of manufacturing electric 
vehicles (three wheelers and four wheelers) in Kathmandu, 
as well as producing charging/battery management 
system. It has been responsible for the production and 
maintenance of three-wheeler electric public transport 
‘Safa Tempo’. SEV has also been involved in designing and 
manufacturing innovative small four-wheelers suitable to 
the topography of Nepal, like municipal e-trike and cargo 
e-trikes, as well as four wheeler e-shuttle vans. 

Using Valeo’s powertrain provided in the framework of 
SOLUTIONSplus, SEV is now developing a prototype for a 
modular E-three wheelers with 6kW motor and 10 KWh 
battery system that could improve quality of life in Nepali 
cities. This new vehicle would have increased flexibility that 

will allow a broader array of applications; its modularity 
makes it adaptable as EV Safa Tempo able to transport up 
to 6 passengers, as electric cargo trike, an e-trike fitted to 
handle municipal waste, and an E-shuttle van for touristic 
applications.

Achievement 

Shree Eco Visionary Pvt. Carries out research and 
development activities, coupled with local manufacturing of 
electric vehicles (three wheelers and four wheelers), as 
well as charging or battery management system. SEV is 
also active involved in advocating to increase the number of 
electric vehicles and their range of applications. SEV has 
been successfully running electric three wheeler in public 
for last 2 decades and has also been repairing and 
maintaining them for last 2 decades. SEV has set a perfect 
example of running/operating public electric vehicles in 
South Asia. SEV has successfully running battery swapping 
charging stations for their lead acid batteries and also SEV 
have successfully replaced the lead acid batteries with 
Lithium ion based batteries for more than 50 safa tempos 
and are the first in Nepal to use li-ion based batteries for 
public electric three wheeler.

Mr. Umesh Raj Shrestha, CEO/Founder
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Clean Energy International – Kathmandu, Nepal 

“CEI has always been innovating the zero emission public transportation 

and has always stick on its mission to set Nepal as zero tail pipe 

emission mostly in southern region of Nepal.  With the vision of clean 

green and clean Nepal, CEI hopes to create Nepal as an EV hub centre 

and set a perfect example for the rest of the world.”

Description 

Clean Energy International Private Limited, a Nepali start-
up working on electric two and three-wheelers, leads a 
consortium of Nepali companies involved in electric mobility 
[Abhiyantriki Karmashala, Aeloi, and Electric Vehicles 
Association of Nepal (EVAN)]. The objective of the 
consortium is to design, develop and deploy an improved 
and sustainable Safa Tempo. Structured on three phases, 
the project will initially design, develop, and demonstrate 
clean and sustainable Safa Tempo. Secondly, partner 
companies will improve the new Safa Tempo through trials. 
Finally, the consortium will develop a roadmap for scaling 
up production. 
Aiming to demonstrate that modified Safa Tempo can be 
deployed in a broad array of applications, the consortium is 
exploring alternative application of the three wheelers. 
Thanks to new possible applications like tourism (the 
modified Safa Tempo will replace the gas powered 
municipal transport and tourist sight-seeing vehicles), 
delivery and garbage collection, the project will create new 
opportunities for Safa Tempo drivers – half of which are 
women.

Achievement 

Clean Energy International is manufacturing electric two 
and three wheelers in two cities in Nepal, Kathmandu and 
Birgunj. It has developed several types of electric vehicles: 
e-rickshaw, e-mini pick-up, e-school van, e-street food van. 
CEI has manufactured and sold more than 1000 units of 
electric tuk-tuk with different applications. CEI is also 
pioneer in repairing electric three-wheeler and two-
wheeler in Nepal. CEI is one of the oldest electric scooter 
assemblers in Nepal and has been able to set a good 
benchmark for electric scooter in Nepal. Clean Energy 
International is manufacturing electric two and three 
wheelers in two cities in Nepal, Kathmandu and Birgunj. It 
has developed several types of electric vehicles: e-rickshaw, 
e-mini pick-up, e-school van, e-street food van. CEI has 
manufactured and sold more than 1000 units of electric tuk-
tuk with different applications. CEI is also pioneer in 
repairing electric three-wheeler and two-wheeler in Nepal. 
CEI is one of the oldest electric scooter assemblers in Nepal 
and has been able to set a good benchmark for electric 
scooter in Nepal.

Bharat Poudel, CEO/Founder
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Cargo Bike – Montevideo, Uruguay 

CargoBike is a start-up dedicated to the production of 
e-cargo bikes with a focus on sustainable and efficient 

transportation, friendly to the environment and easy to use for 
users. CargoBike’s commitment is the production of these vehicles 
with business schemes that are affordable for potential users in 
order to achieve relevant levels of introduction in the market of 

sustainable vehicles for urban logistics.  

Description 

Carbo Bike was founded in Montevideo, Uruguay, and its 
objective is to promote cargo bikes as mobility alternative 
in Uruguay. To tackle the lack of affordable cargo bikes in 
Montevideo, Cargo Bike aims to develop and produce Long 
John type cargo bikes for the local market. To this end, it 
designs its vehicles by repurposing disused bicycles and 
combining them with standard components available 
locally. A first prototype has been developed and tested for 
over a year with excellent results. Cargo Bike has now 
developed two different models of bikes, produced 5 
E-cargo bikes and created a monitoring app.  

Achievement 

The design of Cargo Bike’s vehicles has been finalised and 
approved. Next to it, Cargo Bike has identified the European 
powertrains providers.  

Martín Piñeyro, Director
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Wheele – Montevideo, Uruguay 

WHEELE is an Uruguayan company created in 2016, with the purpose 
of marketing light electric vehicles, assisting in sales, workshop and 

spare parts. The products marketed by the brand are electric bicycles of 
different types and for personal and commercial use, electric motorcycles, 
scooters, electric cargo tricycles. Within the purpose of the company is the 
development of sustainable vehicles underpinning its activity with the 

introduction of environmentally friendly construction techniques.  

Description 

Wheele’s proposal encompasses the manufacturing of 3 
cargo tricycles; the tricycles are made with imported parts 
and national assembly recycled from cigarette butts. For 
example, the cargo box is made in Uruguay with 100% 
recycled material. At a second stage, a local plan of 
adaptations to the box (also made with 100% recycled 
material) will be developed to accommodate different types 
of uses. It is technically feasible to manufacture the drawer 
or container from recycled materials. Pressing is the right 
technique to create the plates that make up the walls of the 
drawers: cigarette butts, being a small waste of low volume 
and weight, could not be used in their entirety to make the 
plates. However, Teko (a company that supplies the recycled 
materials for the box) has developed an innovative 
technique that consists in the manufacture of plates with 

characteristics similar to wood, from the degradation of the 
cigarette butts through the use of an inoculated fungus on 
a bio-based substrate made from rice husk. This process 
makes the manufacture of large plates viable. For this 
preparation, a week of work is required for the fungus to 
develop, and then 6 hours of workshop, between pressing 
and manufacturing. It is estimated that the production of a 
box will require around 30,000 cigarette butts.  Since each 
butt in contact with the environment can contaminate up to 
50 liters of water, and release up to 7,000 toxic substances, 
the procedure preserves 1,500,000 litres of water.  

Achievement 

The final design of Wheele’s vehicle has been approved. The 
company has also already identified the European drivetrain 
providers.  

Paulo Bareño, Owner 
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Green Star – Montevideo, Uruguay 

GreenStar is a company created to develop the manufacture and 
commercialization of electric vehicles, both for recreation and for 

urban logistics. Its objective is to produce environmentally friendly 
vehicles, starting from a base that adds value to its products and 

also generates qualified national labour.  

Description 

Green Star aims to develop two utility e-tricycles with a 
unique design based on two front wheels and one rear 
wheel. To reduce the environmental footprint of transport, 
Green Star will convert their highly successful internal 
combustion engine tricycle in a e-vehicle. Moreover, Green 
Star’s choice to use second life batteries will increase the 
sustainability of their e-vehicles even more. Finally, Green 
Star will introduce a use case on provision of services.  

Achievement 

Green Star’s vehicle was sold in large quantities in its 
internal combustion engine version. The final design of the 
electric version is being developed, while discussions with 
Valeo for the provision of drivetrains are ongoing.   

Pablo Dángelo, Designer
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Sidertech – Quito, Ecuador 

“SOLUTIONSplus contributes to a shift in culture and in the 
vehicle market through information regarding user needs and 

city characteristics. SIDERTECH has the technology and long-term 
goals on innovation. So, working collaboratively allows for great 

synergy and significant change in the local market” 

Description 

Launched in 2008, Sidertech’s main business focuses on 
engineering, manufacturing and services for steel 
production plants located in Latin America.  

As part of the programme for local manufacturing 
implementation, in 2012 Sidertech started producing metal 
components for motorcycles. Today, the company is using 
its expertise to develop an electric four-wheel vehicle that, 
thanks to its flexible design, can be deployed ideal for 
multiple uses. With a high torque to climb Quito’s steep 
streets (up to 20%) and long-lasting batteries, Sidertech’s 
vehicles can be used for cargo, food truck, deliveries, 

maintenance, trash collection, industrial logistic, private 
security, and much more.  Developed to improve quality of 
life in cities, Sidertech’s four-wheelers have a reduced 
width that would allow them to ride even in bike-lanes. So 
far, Sidertech has developed an e-quadricycle prototype, for 
cargo applications. The company is exploring models for 
passenger transport. In total they will assemble 10 units 
based on the different prototypes. 

Achievement 

The prototype of Sidertech’s electric four-wheelers is ready, 
and after first discussions on the provision Valeo’s drivetrain 
has being provided and installed. 

Stefano Mansuttie, General Manager
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Plural – Quito, Ecuador 

The adoption of EVs allows cycle transport logistic business 
models to be potentialized so both costumers and merchants can 

have better transport opportunities and new business opportunities 
around EVs can benefit local economy.  

Description 

PLURAL is an ecuadorian firm with more than 10 years of 
experience in applied social research, social development 
projects, social intervention and public policy construction, 
from a human rights, gender, sustainability and innovation, 
inclusion and social participation perspective. Together with 
Bixi Cargo and Tacuri Bicycle, Plural has created “E-Cargo 
bike”, a strategic alliance that, through knowledge transfer, 
aims to improve the technical capacity of local actors and 
existing organisations in the field of urban micro-logistic.  

With the goal of making cycle transport logistic a 
generalized, friendly and accessible solution, the project 

will teach targeted local groups how to manufacture and 
assemble electric bikes. Those vehicles will then be used 
to tackle the problem of urban traffic congestion by offsetting 
first and last mile deliveries from trucks to e-cargo bikes. 
So far the project has developed 10 e- bikes in four different 
models, three of which are cargo bikes, and one is for 
passenger transport. Finally, there is also a proposal for an 
e-cargo bike workshop in the HCQ. 

Achievement 

Plural has started a process on data collection and 
stakeholder’s identification. It has also already identified 
European drivetrain providers.

Daniel Tixi, Bixi Cargo founder
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